
A-3 Institution Entry - Moffitt Cancer Center 30
th

 Anniversary 

Situation Analysis/Research: Moffitt Cancer Center is a nonprofit institution created by the State of Florida to 

reduce cancer incidence and death in Florida and beyond. The cancer center opened its doors on Oct. 27, 1986. In 

late 2015, Moffitt Strategic Communication team was tasked with creating a comprehensive campaign celebrating 

the institution’s upcoming 30
th

 anniversary. The campaign was to include a special commemorative issue of Moffitt 

Momentum, an external magazine; a celebration for Moffitt employees that featured a speaking program and 

reception; a history video highlighting Moffitt’s first 30 years; and a new micro website housing all 30
th

 anniversary 

collateral – articles, videos and photos. The project hinged heavily on research done by the Strategic 

Communications team. A majority of the research was informal primary research that included in-depth interviews 

with Moffitt physicians, scientists, patients and advocates, as well as historical research using Moffitt’s library 

archives. Formal primary research included fact finding and content analysis via newspapers and other state 

historical documents linked to Moffitt’s creation. The target audience for the campaign was Moffitt employees, 

patients, advocates and potential patients and donors. The exception was the 30
th

 anniversary celebration; its 

audience was only Moffitt employees due to event space and budget. Objectives: 1) Plan and execute an internal 

celebration for Moffitt employees on Nov. 9 at all four Moffitt locations for a budget of $35,000. 2) Secure at least 

550 attendees, 10% of workforce, at the employee celebration on Moffitt’s Magnolia Campus. 3) Create a 

commemorative issue of Moffitt Momentum including 10 stories linked to the creation or success of the cancer 

center by Oct. 4) Receive at least $10,000 in donations from return envelopes included in the Moffitt Momentum 

commemorative issue within the first 6 months following Oct. magazine distribution. 5) Produce a feature video that 

is 15 minutes or less and includes at least 6 interviews from people key to Moffitt’s creation and success by Oct. 27. 

6) Reach at least 5,000 social media users by posting 30
th

 anniversary video on Oct. 27. 7) Create a micro website 

featuring at minimum of 20 of the historical interview videos by the Nov. 9 event. Implementation: The Cancer 

Center’s founding and first 30 years provide compelling stories, and the most critical task was researching who best 

to tell them. This started by surveying executive leadership and key board members for their input on storylines and 

interview subjects. Their initial list was narrowed to 2-3 people representing key areas – government, medical, 

research, patients and donor/advocates. All interviews were video recorded by Moffitt team members for 

multiplatform use.  Team members also began to sift through archival materials in Moffitt’s library, identifying 

important events, photos and additional elements. This information was used to develop a 30-year timeline 



highlighting key moments in Moffitt history. With timeline and video interviews underway, the Momentum editorial 

team selected 14  of the video interviews to be drafted as profile articles, with one additional in memoriam feature. 

Profiles were divided among the team to craft, with the editor reviewing content and working on layout with the 

design team. Simultaneously, our digital team wove together snippets from these interviews to create a cohesive and 

compelling anniversary video, entitled “30 Years of Courage.”  Its initial estimated run time of 15 minutes was 

condensed to 13. Institution-wide employee engagement was enhanced through the creation of a “Human 30” video 

element, with more than 200 staff staged on the hospital’s front lawn to spell out “30” for overhead and drone 

cameras. This element appeared in the history video, multimedia presentations, social media and a microsite 

complete with all video/print/still photo/timeline assets - also designed by team members. The final element of the 

campaign, the employee celebration, occurred on Nov. 9. The celebration included a speaking program featuring 

Olivia Newton-John followed by a reception. This program was held on our Magnolia campus, with live remote 

feeds and receptions held simultaneously at our 3 satellite campuses for their convenience. During the celebration, 

Moffitt’s founder and its CEO unveiled the anniversary video and microsite. Evaluation: 1) The Strategic 

Communications team planned an employee celebration on Nov. 9 for $31,846.80, meeting its goal to keep the 

budget under $35,000. The celebration included food, beverages and décor at Moffitt’s four campuses. 2) More than 

600 people attended the Nov. 9 celebration on Moffitt’s Magnolia Campus. This was determined by the 300 seats 

filled in the auditorium where the program was held and seats filled in the 2 overflow rooms live streaming the 

program. This surpassed the goal by more than 50 people. 3) Moffitt Momentum published in Oct. and featured 14 

in-depth articles and one in memoriam article. This exceeded the initial objective by four. 4) In the 3 months prior to 

Momentum’s distribution, the Foundation has received $10,775 in donations via the magazine reply envelopes. Not 

only did this surpass our goal in half the time, but reached the fundraising goal in 1/3 the time of the Oct. 2015 issue. 

5) Moffitt’s video team produced a 13 minute video that featured more than 12 interviews – double the interview 

goal and under the 15 minute limit. 6) The video was posted to social media on Oct. 27 and garnered more than 

7,000 views – 2,000 more than projected audience. 7) Utilizing the interviews held during the research process, the 

team created a special micro website featuring 28 video vignettes - eight more than its initial goal. Budget: The total 

budget of the campaign was $123,651 which included catering, décor, magazine printing and mailing, 

commemorative t-shirts, and travel for interviews. Not included in the budget is the more than 300 hours were put in 

by the Moffitt Strategic Communications team. 


